Yogyakarta since the late ten years has shifted an economic direction taking impacts on such economic sectors as that of pasar (Javanese traditional market). Pasar, as a daily space for economic interaction of the society, has been threatened by the increasingly numbers of malls. This article critically tells the story of Gowok small trader resistance to the existence of a nearby mall. Doing ethnography for several months and in-depth interviews with some small traders, the author who comes from non-Javanese native have reflectively analyzed the cultural economy of the Javanese people. This article argues that market traders of pasar Gowok has transformed the pattern of buying and selling behavior and increased the variety of merchandise.
Introduction
As released by bisnis.com, the contribution of traditional market sales has continued to decline after the emergence of shopping malls in Indonesia. In 2002 the dominance of market was 75%, while in the past year it has dropped to only 70%. The rapid emergence of malls and modern retail is inversely proportional to the growth rate of traditional markets. About eight percent of the total 13 thousand traditional markets in Indonesia have been forced to close. Without the willingness to empower traditional markets, the next eight years all traditional markets in Indonesia are only a few (Colombijn, et al, 2005 ).
This condition is of course a bad signal for the continuity of the traditional economics, especially in Yogyakarta. In fact, the function of pasar Gowok as a traditional market in Yogyakarta has powerful impact to surrounding society. Its functions include providing goods or services; while its role is to accelerate income distribution, add value to regional goods and services, and improve people's lives. Such economic activities of the people have a strategic position and potential to realize a more balanced national economic structure in general (McChesney, 2003; Sulistia, 2006) .
The emergence of Ambarrukmo Plaza, as one of the new economic icons of Yogyakarta, has been captivating impacts in a decrease buying and selling activities in the pasar Gowok. How does the merchant take response these changing economic activities? This article ethnographically answers such question by participating and doing interview with some pasar Gowok traders. Three months participating within the traders, this author realizes the changing economic behavior of the traders facing the existence of the Ambarrukmo Plaza (see also Chen & Zhong, 2017; Erkip & Ozuduru, 2015) .
Shopping Malls in Ambarrukmo
The decline of economic activities in pasar Gowok can be explained in several descriptions. Place; the Ambarrukmo Plaza has certainly been built in the arrangement of interactive design, luxurious interior and exterior decoration which attract the customer to shop, while communicating goods display make the consumer enjoying her desire to shop. Moreover, this plaza has provided a comfort food court with modern facilities, full music in every corner, and entertainment performances; this make the consumers who do window shopping feel at home for a long time.
Those who dare entertainment choose Ambarrukmo Plaza as a place of recreation also. Some visitors use this mall as a lobbying space for business purposes and spending time with friends. Overall, the attractiveness of Ambarrukmo Plaza has ben a striking drive that can divert the flow of the customers. This condition has expressively clarified the negative impact of Ambarrukmo Plaza.
The ecofriendly design of the Ambarrukmo Plaza building has supported smooth air circulation, regular clean water sanitation and refreshing air flow. To avoid careless garbage disposal, the mall provides trash cans in every corner. In addition, the provision of toilets, without any charge payment, has been available on every floor. On the contrary, the environment of pasar Gowok is inadequate of hygiene sanitation. While shopping in the rainy season, the customers have to pass through a muddy area. The customers are charged a fee for using this toilet facility.
To anticipate some criminal, the plaza provides a strictly security system; while entering the main gate the security has checked every customers.
In addition, for the convenience of the customers, a central cooling airconditioning system has sprayed out throughout the rooms.
No bargain. The bargaining process between the traders and the customer has been a key feature of pasar activities (Evers & Schrader, 1994) . The price would not being a fixed price. In general, the purchase of goods begins with a question and answer price, followed by the bargaining process. These activities involve the interactive process. It takes short process of bargaining, but sometimes it takes longer process. It has been determined by the agreement of price among both. The selling price would be fixed according to such agreement. Even though there has been a process of bargaining, whether short or long, yet it drop into disagreement price both will not reach the fixed price.
The market system of Plaza Ambarrukmo has applied a fixed price.
The price has not been determined by bargaining as is the case in the Gowok Market. The price of each item has listed on the outer package.
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The customers determine the bought item based on the printed price.
Once the customer matches the printed price, they will take and paid the goods. By purchasing goods at this fixed price, those who have limited time can avoid the long duration of the process of bargaining. It would be a reason why the customers choose Ambarrukmo Plaza as a place to shop.
Changing price; the price of goods is a matter of convention. It can go up and go down, due to several factors. First, such natural disasters as floods, earthquakes, landslides and tsunami give a great impact on the increase price. A steady increase of the price has occurred at pasar Gowok due to the 6.7 Richter scale earthquake hit Yogyakarta in May 2006. The earthquake took a great impact on a scarcity of goods because the damage of natural resources. Second, such feast days as Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, Christmas, and Chinese New Year also encourage high influence on the upsurge price, because the more demand for goods, the more limited stock.
In certain times, the traders of the pasar Gowok have reduced prices to the lowest ones, especially at the end of market activity. It has been applied by some vegetable vendors in order to sell vegetables out in one day. If the vendors would not grasp the target of selling, the vendors get the risk whether the vegetables come to be withering or decrease in quality. It certainly cannot be sold for the next day. Meanwhile, the sales system of Plaza Ambarrukmo has offered a discount. This moment can be found in special seasons, for example, welcoming Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr, Christmas, New Year and certain holidays. The discounts can reach up to 70%. This discount attracts the customers' attention; in doing so the mall will be more crowded than usual.
Some customers choose to buy groceries at Ambarrukmo Plaza because of its offering price than that of in pasar Gowok. Due to be able to buy the groceries directly from the producer in large quantities, the plaza would give the lower price for the costumers also. These conditions have become reason that produces the traders of pasar Gowok to be nervous, they are helpless with this condition. Small traders have limitations in price maneuvers because they do not have a management system similar to that of Plaza Ambarrukmo.
Service; the form of service provided by the traders of pasar Gowok is to deal directly with the customers. The traders help to choose the goods. At Ambarrukmo Plaza, conversely, the customers choose their needy goods based on their own interest. For ease payment, Plaza Ambarrukmo affords a debit system of ATM cards. In addition, there is also a member card service for customers to give special discounts in certain seasons. This trick was carried out by Plaza Ambarrukmo to keep customers coming to shop. Of course this was not found by the customers when shopping at the pasar Gowok. Plaza Ambarrukmo also provides a unit of baby's room, prayer room and hygienic toilet located on each floor. For visitors who will take a short break, the plaza has a beautiful garden complete with fountains located in front of the east side of the building. In addition, to support excellent service, this plaza has also customer service (CS) that is always ready to serve both visitors and tenants.
Effective shopping; every malls put its concept into a jargon one stop shopping, where almost all daily needs are sold here. Clothing and food are available in the mall, both for children, adolescents and adults. This condition makes the customers feel to be effective and efficient because, by only visiting one shopping place, all needs can be fulfilled. Furthermore, the Ambarrukmo Plaza has been indeed trying to complement the needy commodities. Along with the complete sale of commodities, it is also possible to find variations of the price of the same commodity. When the customers eager to buy a commodity she may adjust to her purchasing power. Those customers who have busy matters would be getting effective time to shop in one place. 
Modes of Resistance
As previously describe, there was a decrease of economic activities in pasar Gowok after the presence of Plaza Ambarrukmo. To survive from the attractiveness of the plaza, the traders of pasar Gowok Market have made a "resistance" strategy. Increase the amount of capital; to get around the market changes, the traders of pasar Gowok are currently performing a strategy to maintain their customers. Sugiyem (51 years) and Muhasti (51 years), a kitchen tools trader in pasar Gowok who has been selling for 13 years, have her own way of increasing the amount of her merchandise capital. Sugiyem got a loan from her sister, while Muhasti made her arisan to increase trading capital, in doing so the commodities would become more complete. This would be a soft resistance to globalization that has become a great domination which demands a fast response (Ratih & Faturochman, 2000; Smith, 2001; Abdullah, 2006) . The traders act to increase the economic capital in order to complement their commodities. Thus they can also sell those commodities in many variants. Hopefully, it is expected that the customers would have better shopping choices, both in quality and quantity.
Extending sales period; the traders of pasar Gowok have extended their working hours. This strategy is quite effective considering that traditional markets are usually known to have short sales periods (Muntiyah & Sukamdi, 1997) . If the customers have time to shop after office hours, they will be disappointed when he comes to pasar Gowok, due to the traders still open their service. Muhasti (51 years) confirmed, by extending the sales period, she could get more profit than usual. This strategy is carried out to balance the Ambarrukmo Plaza which has a sales period that is longer than the pasar Gowok.
Improving service; the traders have performed their service depends on what commodities they sell. Sri Astuti (42 years) provides extra services for cleaning, peeling and slicing vegetables and fruit she sells. Adding diverse commodities; the next mode of resistance is to increase their trade numbers and variety of commodities. Increasing the diversity of trade commodities will make the image of pasar Gowok as one of the complete traditional markets. For this reason, the traders are demanded to be more careful and responsive to the emergence of new commodity variants. The traders get information from their suppliers, from news on television, or directly through the costumers (Aliyah, Setioko, & Pradoto, 2017; Kimbal, 2015; Lee, Kim, & Kim, 2018) .
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Increasing display of commodities; it is understandable that neat display of merchandise has a correlation with the customer's interest. The customers have naturally enjoyed something beautiful and pleasing to the eye. Albeit selling it traditionally, the pasar display must be added value offered to the customers. The customers still have choice to shop and been notified if there is a new item. It is an interactivity that not being available that of in Plaza Ambarrukmo. Implementing these strategies, it is expected that the traders of pasar Gowok will be able to deal with the market changes.
Some economic anthropologists have long been studying pasar as one of the economic institutions that take an important economic role within the cultural context of Javanese society (Abdullah, 1991; Abdullah, 1994; Abdullah, 1999) Arguably, it is a close relationship between culture and market activity (Masinambow, 1997) . Dealing with this argument, pasar in Java certainly also have that of relations. Pasar in Java has become an important social institution that is not being a place to supply goods for consumption only, but as being a center of interaction also. As a place to shop, pasar offers the daily needs of the local society (Ngatidjo, 2001) .
As a center of interaction, pasar provides space for the customers to be able to communicate interactively with some traders, beginning with bargain activities and continuing with a close relationship.
Pasar or peken located in strategic place, while surrounding people can easily go to the pasar. Pasar in a certain area of Java only have trading activities once a week based on pasaran (old Javanese days). Pasar has been inherently embedded in Javanese society; how crowd pasar within certain Javanese day (pasaran) shows that pasar initially invites surrounding people to come to this place as a cultural event (Subandi, 2005) . Each pasar has culturally called by Javanese days, such as legi, pahing, pon, wage and kliwon. In addition, there are several markets that take the name of the place is located. Such markets usually grow at crossroads close to residential housing of a society (Koentjaraningrat, 1994; Mangkara, Hasibuan, & Chairani, 2018) . Pasar located in the city has been occupied by a number of traders who sell the same type of goods and that of services. These traders have settled permanently. However, there are also some traders who hold their wares on the edge of the market. These traders come and go (unsettled), while they arrive late they move to another location.
The main character of pasar in Javanese society put in the negotiation of prices. For this reason, pasar has socio-cultural functions other than economics. Due to this negotiation, prices of commodities are not fixed; the bargaining process that occurs has also adjusted to the quality of goods at that time (Abdullah, 1990) . Both the traders and the customers, they usually understand well the market conditions of certain goods (Koentjaraningrat, 1994; Naisbitt & P. Aburdene, 1990) .
Although traders usually determine the price of their goods for themselves, however their behaviors rather take effects on the stable price of goods.
One to another trader will not increase the price of being determined by other prices. As a result of bargaining, differences in the negotiated price commodities may occur, yet it is not so influential matters. Using the bargaining process, pasar would not be a place for economic activities only, but as a place for social interaction. This interaction can continue to be a friend or relative relationship. It is known as tuno sathak, bathi sanak, although it loses a little, yet you get relatives. This cultural pattern shows how important the socio-cultural dimension within pasar economic activities (compare to Mangkara, Hasibuan, & Chairani, 2018) .

Conclusion
The market has resisted the emergence of the plaza Ambarrukmo.
Responding to the easy shopping facilities provided by the plaza Ambarrukmo, the pasar traders have practiced act of resistance to these conveniences. The pasar traders have an effort to increase business capital in order to enrich the type of merchandise. They work and stay in pasar longer than usual. They also tried to beautify the displays of goods. The service has also been improved, in doing so the consumers continue to be permanent customers. Service has its own advantages in the context of the pasar Gowok. The concept of tuna sathak bathi sanak is an economic cultural concept to keep the economic activities of the pasar using the principle of bargaining. Although the resistance of market traders cannot compare to such various facilities in the Ambarrukmo Plaza, however the pasar traders have tried to respond to changes in the economic community.
During the research at pasar Gowok, certainly close relationship can be established with some informants. The author do interview to such traders on the spinoffs of their busy life while serving the customers, between breakfast hours, even their lunch hours. They sometimes introduce me to some of their customers who were shopping. I always want to know more about them and about the market. The pasar traders (as being informants) have to have curiosity about me as someone they just knew. They sometimes ask about my hometown or some food in my city.
As best I can, I have explained briefly but enthusiastically to them.
In the beginning of doing research, I tried to study "working hours"
and their facial expressions when communicating goes on. While their faces are enthusiastic about the topic I will continue to asking. However, if my question somewhat makes them reluctant to explain further, then I will try as much as I can to get them interested in. Another approach that I did was to anticipate their working hours. I chose to ask on the time out of their busy life; yet most important I had to be sure first that they were agree with the timing. After doing research, it would be possible changing concept of "tuno sathak, bathi anak", losing profit gaining daughter.
